
facility 
ESSENTIALS
Products that reinforce and empower
ORGANIZATIONAL goals

SPACE ENHANCERS



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Claridge Switch Mobile; Special-T 
Link, Special-T Task Chair

accessories that 
SUPPORT & 
STRENGTHEN 
Within the workplace, every piece of furniture plays a role in 
empowering employees to do their work productively and 
efficiently—from workstations to seating, all the way down to the 
accessories often taken for granted. Imagine a world without 
designated spots for disposing trash, or having no place to hang a 
coat or bag! When you’re furnishing an office space, don’t forget the 
details. They go a long way in creating a welcoming and functional 
space for all.









PRODUCTS SHOWN
Safco Trifecta and Magnuson Group CREPE



You don’t have to sacrifice form for function. Most commercial-quality 
accessories are designed and engineered to the highest of standards by some 
of the most progressive manufacturers in the industry. Inspired by modern 
design and innovation, each component—from planters to visual boards to 
coat trees—is carefully crafted to deliver a superior workplace experience.

DESIGNED 
for functionality





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Magnuson Group ISBIT, DACAPO 
IPOINT,  RESPIT, and KASKAD





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Nook Solo Pods; Magnuson Group 
PIC Receptacles and Planters



WASTE RECEPTACLE 

Safco Public Square

ACCESSORIZE

COAT HOOK STRIP 

Magnuson Group STAL



VISUAL BOARD

Claridge MIX Mobile





versatile 
OPTIONS

The most minute details of a work-
space can speak volumes to 
employees, guests, and visitors. By 
utilizing custom features like multi-
lingual labels and custom colors 
that match your organization’s 
branding, those small, but thought-
ful, touches can amplify the 
aesthetics of the building and 
enhance the workplace experience. 

No matter the size of the footprint, 
there is a solution that will work for 
each individual need, and we can 
help!

Facility essentials, like recycling 
centers and visual boards, are highly 
adaptable and can be customized to 
meet your unique needs.



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Magnuson Group UMEA, KFI Studios 
Voodoo, KFI Studios Jive





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Magnuson Group TRADA, ezoBord ezo on ezo



A space is complete when it’s fully functional and fully inspired. High-design 
ancillary products like planters, waste receptacles, and coat storage products are 
finishing touches, bringing the utility and artful design that make a space truly 
complete and make a statement. Consider each space in your facility, from 
private executive offices to large common gathering areas, and truly think 
through its day-to-day usability. Make a plan for the number of people using the 
space and how they’ll use it to its greatest extent. Then, fill in the rest with the 
important details that are often overlooked but much appreciated!

THE QUIETEST
perfomers stand tall




